
SAN FRANCISCO: A man walks past a Microsoft sign set up for the Microsoft BUILD conference at Moscone
Center in San Francisco. Microsoft reported financial earnings on Thursday. —AP

SAN FRANCISCO: In reporting better-than-
expected fourth quarter earnings Thursday,
Microsoft Corp CEO Satya Nadella touted
his company’s success in the cloud.
“Businesses everywhere are using the
Microsoft Cloud as their digital platform to
drive their ambitious transformation agen-
das,” he said.

What he didn’t mention was the role
that one of the company’s much older
products played in the success of this new
technology:  Microsoft Exchange Server,
which many of the world’s largest compa-
nies rely on for email services.

When companies begin moving data to
the cloud, typically a network of servers
managed by an outside company, a com-
mon first step is to move email, often with
other office software tools but sometimes
on its own. For companies already relying
on Microsoft Exchange and Outlook for
sending and receiving email, information
technology managers say, turning to the
same company to handle that data in the
cloud seems like a logical move.

That’s what happened at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison. The school was
looking to streamline its technology by
moving to the cloud, starting with email,
because it is “a pain to operate,” said Bob
Plankers, a virtualization architect at the
university. “Aside from email servers, you
need to worry about spam and virus scan-
ning,” he added.

For the transition, Plankers said he
chose Microsoft’s cloud-based Office 365
product because the university already
used Outlook. “It’s just a really natural
thing,” said Matt McIllwain, an investor at
Madrona Venture Group, about companies
starting their cloud transition with email
and other widely used office software from
Microsoft. “It’s easier and can be more cost
effective to run it on the cloud, and let
Microsoft worry about your Exchange
servers.” Such thinking helps explain how
Microsoft has become the second largest
provider of cloud infrastructure, services
and software, well ahead of Salesforce,

Oracle and Google, according to a
Goldman Sachs analysis.

The company announced Thursday that
it was on track to generate $9.4 billion in
annual cloud-based revenue, up from $5.5
billion a year ago. Microsoft remains far
behind market leader Amazon, but it has
become the fastest-growing major cloud
provider. Its key Azure business has more
than doubled year on year, well above the
65 percent growth rate of market leader
Amazon, according to Goldman.

Microsoft has worked hard to exploit
the advantage its mail software provides.
“Maybe one of the first steps is you want to
move your email. That’s fine,” says Takeshi
Numoto, corporate vice president for cloud
and enterprise marketing. “That gets us
more opportunity to engage with cus-
tomers.”

Investor McIllwain called that strategy
smart, because customers who move their
Outlook email to Microsoft’s cloud typically
use a Microsoft directory service that con-
trols access to that email. It then becomes

simple to use that same directory to pro-
vide designated employees access to other
data and services that are later moved to
Microsoft’s cloud. The strategy isn’t fool-
proof, however. Over seven months last
year, Clif Bar, an Oakland, Calif.-based snack
provider, moved all its Outlook email, along
with other applications like document
management and workflow, to Azure. The
company nevertheless moved its enterprise
resource management to the cloud servic-
es of another longtime partner: Oracle.

As cloud services rapidly expand,
Microsoft will have to demonstrate that its
products are equal to, or better than, those
of its competitors in both quality and price.

Currently, many companies favor
Microsoft because it offers more flexibility
in terms of moving software around, say
from a company’s own data center to the
one it has outsourced to Azure, said Frank
Gillett, an analyst at Forrester Research. But
Amazon’s AWS offers more types of tools,
and has a longer track record selling cloud
services, he said. — Reuters
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SAN FRANCISCO: Apple on Thursday
announced a recall of 12 years’ worth of
wall plug adapters it sold outside the
United States, warning of the risk of elec-
tric shock. The recall was sparked by the
danger of the two-prong AC wall plug
adapters breaking and shocking people
who touch them, the California-based
technology giant said in an online post.

Apple said that it was aware of 12 inci-
dents worldwide involving the adapters.
The units targeted in the recall were
designed for use in Argentina, Brazil,
much of Europe, New Zealand and South
Korea. They were sold with Mac comput-
ers, Apple mobile gadgets and in an

Apple  World Travel Adapter Kit between
2003 and 2015.

Apple did not specify the number of
adapters at issue, but it could be high giv-
en the 12-year span and the popularity of
the company’s devices. People were
advised to stop using the adapters and
bring them to an Apple shop for replace-
ment. The recall did not affect Apple pow-
er adapters tailored for Canada, China,
Hong Kong, Japan, Britain or the United
States, according to the company.

Details about which adapters are
involved and how to replace them were
posted online at apple.com/support/ac-
wallplug-adapter. — AFP

Apple recalls wall plug 
adapters sold outside US

Google parent
Alphabet may  soon top

Apple’s market value
SAN FRANCISCO: As the digital advertising market booms and
demand for smartphones wanes, Alphabet Inc. could soon
dethrone Apple as the world’s most valuable company.

If it happens, Alphabet will move to the head of the class
just five months after Google reorganized itself under the hold-
ing company. The Silicon Valley rivals could trade places as ear-
ly as Friday, given how rapidly the financial gap between them
is narrowing. At the end of trading on Thursday, Apple’s market
value stood at $522 billion; Alphabet was worth $515 billion.

That’s a dramatic swing from where things stood just 13
months ago. Apple then boasted a market value of $643 billion,
almost twice Google Inc’s $361 billion. Since then, investors
have soured on Apple Inc. The company has struggled to come
up with another trend-setting product amid slumping sales of
its most important device - the nearly 9-year-old iPhone, which
accounts for roughly two-thirds of Apple’s overall sales.

Apple has already acknowledged the iPhone will begin this
year with its first quarterly sales decline since it debuted in
2007. The slowdown helped push down Apple’s stock price by
15 percent since the end of 2014. In contrast, Google has
maintained its leadership in the lucrative Internet search and
ad market while building other popular products in video,
mobile, web browsing, email and mapping. That bundle of
Google services brings in most of Alphabet’s revenue, and is
expected to deliver growth in the 15 percent to 20 percent
range as marketers shift even more of their budgets to digital
services.

Alphabet also has impressed investors by reining in its
spending. Google hired a Wall Street veteran, Ruth Porat, as its
chief financial officer last May. In addition to reversing a long
expansion of Google’s operating expenses, Porat also persuad-
ed Alphabet’s board to spend $5 billion buying back its own
stock. That move signaled a more shareholder-friendly
approach to managing the company’s cash hoard. 

Investors also have applauded the creation of Alphabet,

which is structured to provide more information about the cost
of the company’s experimental ventures into self-driving cars,
Internet access services, health science and city management.
All of those factors have helped lift Alphabet’s stock - previous-
ly Google’s - by 41 percent since the end of 2014. It’s a poten-
tially big shift for Apple, which has held bragging rights as the
world’s most valuable company for most of the past four-and-
a-half years. (ExxonMobil seized the high ground for a brief
time in 2013.)

Alphabet would become the 12th company to rise to the
most valuable spot, according to Standard & Poor’s. BGP
Financial analyst Colin Gillis believes the potential changing
of the guard reflects a wider recognition that Alphabet is fos-
tering a “culture of innovation” while Apple has lost some of
its magic since the October 2011 death of co-founder and for-
mer CEO Steve Jobs. “I no longer see a sense of urgency at
Apple,” Gillis said. If Alphabet doesn’t surpass Apple’s market
value on Friday, it could do so early next week after it releases
fourth-quarter earnings on Monday. Investors expect a big
quarter after Google’s closest competitor in digital ads,
Facebook Inc., announced that its revenue soared 52 percent
in the period.  — AP

Google’s headquarters in Mountain View, Califonia.
Alphabet Inc is poised to move to head of the corpo-
rate class just five months after Google created its
new holding company. — AP 


